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    Chapter 17   
 The Midas Effect: How Somatosensory 
Impressions Shape Affect and Other-Concern                     

     Annett     Schirmer      ,     Maria     Teresa     Wijaya     , and     Siwei     Liu    

    Abstract     Studies exploring the infl uence of casual touch (e.g., a tap on the arm) on 
interaction partners identifi ed a phenomenon called the Midas effect. In analogy to 
the Greek mythical fi gure Midas, whose touch turned everything into gold, casual 
touch promotes positive affect and other-concern. Compared to interactions without 
casual touch, those with casual touch leave touch recipients with more positive 
emotions and goodwill toward others. Here, we review the literature that established 
the Midas effect and explore a possible somatosensory basis. Specifi cally, we con-
sider studies that independently modulated skin temperature, pressure, and velocity 
of tactile sensations and show that these modulations produced mental and behav-
ioral changes in line with the Midas effect. Additionally, we discuss possible mech-
anisms by which somatosensory impressions affect emotional and social processing 
and outline existing links between both. Together, the literature reviewed here favors 
the idea that the Midas effect arises in a bottom-up manner from the stimulation of 
the skin and highlights the importance of interpersonal tactile exchanges for our 
personal well-being and the functioning of our social groups.  

  Keywords     Midas effect   •   Somatosensory impressions   •   Casual touch   •   Positive 
affect   •   Physical contact  

   Our interactions with others tend to focus on verbal information and often leave us 
inattentive to the myriad of non-verbal signals that we both send and receive. This is 
particularly true for the casual tactile exchanges that accompany most friendly inter-
course (Fisher et al.  1976 ). Often, do we gently tap a person’s arm or shoulder without 
these actions springing from an obvious action plan or conscious strategy. Likewise, 
that we are touched by others often goes unnoticed and is afterward diffi cult to 
describe or recall. Is touch then insignifi cant—a mere accessory of human 
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communication? In this chapter, we review evidence to the contrary and show that, 
despite a potential lack in awareness, interpersonal touch makes a signifi cant contri-
bution to interaction outcomes. Additionally, we characterize the nature of this contri-
bution and shed light on potential mechanisms through which touch exerts its effect. 

    The Midas Effect 

 A now classic study by Fisher and colleagues revealed fi rst evidence that  casual touch 
in interpersonal interactions   is more consequential than it seems (Fisher et al.  1976 ). 
In this study, the researchers instructed library clerks to either casually touch student 
customers or to avoid touch. Specifi cally, they asked these clerks to place their hand 
over the open palm of the customer’s hand when returning the customer’s library card 
or to extend the card without making physical contact. Afterward, an experimenter 
approached the customer under the pretext that the library was conducting a survey of 
its services and personnel. Customer reports that were obtained under this pretext 
indicated that those who had been touched by the clerk felt more positively and were 
more positively inclined toward the clerk than customers who had not been touched. 

 Many studies followed this original research and replicated the general results. 
In the context of commercial settings, the services of stores, restaurants, and their 
service personnel were rated more positively by customers who were touched as 
compared to customers who were not touched (Hornik  1992 ; Erceau and Guéguen 
 2007 ). Additionally, similar fi ndings extend to other settings such as the classroom. 
Here it was shown that students touched by their instructor were more motivated in 
class and found the instructor more effective and engaging than students who were 
not touched (Legg and Wilson  2013 ). 

 Importantly, however, touch shapes more than just affective responses or atti-
tudes. Research that explored  behavioral consequences of touch   found that it 
increases the likelihood of interaction partners complying with a request. For exam-
ple, in a fi eld study by Kleinke ( 1977 ), subjects used a public telephone-booth in 
which the experimenter had left a dime. After exiting the booth, subjects were 
approached by the experimenter who pretended to have lost the dime and asked 
whether the subject had found it. Subjects were signifi cantly more likely to return 
the dime when the experimenter accompanied his request with a touch as compared 
to when there was no tactile contact. In line with this, other researchers reported that 
touch increases the likelihood that individuals participate in an interview or survey 
(Hornik and Ellis  1988 ), they follow advice for a meal (Guéguen et al.  2007 ), they 
share a smoke (Joule and Guéguen  2007 ), they leave signifi cant tips (Crusco and 
Wetzel  1984 ), or they simply help someone in need (Guéguen and Fischer-Lokou 
 2002 ,  2003 ). Thus, the effect of casual touch on interaction partners has been 
described as the  Midas effect   in reference to the Greek mythical king who turned 
everything he touched into gold (Crusco and Wetzel  1984 ). 

 Research suggests that, on a psychological level, the Midas effect refl ects an infl u-
ence of touch on affect and impression formation. The term affect here refers to an 
underlying mental state that varies in valence from positive to negative and is hence a 
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more basic psychological property than emotions, which are more varied (Feldman-
Barrett  2006 ).  Impression formation,      the process whereby we assess another’s person-
ality and intentions, has been postulated to occur along two dimensions termed warmth 
and competence (Fiske et al.  2007 ). When encountering others, so the theory goes, we 
fi rst evaluate them as warm or cold depending on whether they appear sincere, trust-
worthy, friendly and helpful as opposed to false, scheming, hostile, and self-serving. 
In a second step, we are thought to evaluate competence as a means to assess how 
capable others are in following through potential positive or negative intentions. 

 That touching  contributes   to affect and impression formation especially with 
respect to warmth is implicit in the fi ndings reviewed above showing that touch 
increases liking toward a toucher. Additionally, it is apparent from a recent study in 
which participants were presented with images of dyadic interactions that differed 
only in whether they involved touch. Those interactions that involved touch elicited 
higher likeability ratings for the toucher, the touchee, and the overall interaction 
than those that did not (Schirmer et al.  2014 ).  

    Why Touch Makes Us Kinder 

 Together psychological research provides compelling evidence that casual touch can 
bring out the best in us. However, it says little as to why and how this effect is achieved. 
Different possibilities present themselves. For one, many aspects of our nonverbal behav-
ior may change when we touch as compared to when we do not touch others and it may 
be this change, rather than the touch itself, that makes others affectively more positive 
and obliging. One  nonverbal behavior   that does necessarily change is the physical prox-
imity between interaction partners. Typically, we move physically closer when we touch 
and one may reasonably suspect that such closeness affects interaction partners. 

 Another possibility is that touch effects arise from the  somatosensory impressions   
that physical contact leaves on the skin. Specifi cally, the stimulation of tactile receptors 
may relay information to the brain that is rewarding and that promotes attitudes and 
behaviors that promise future tactile rewards. In the following, we focus on this latter 
possibility. We provide a short review of the somatosensory system, which is followed by 
a discussion of existing research on the emotional changes elicited by stimulating com-
ponents of the somatosensory system that seem particularly relevant for casual touch. 

    The Somatosensory System 

 The term  somatosensory system   refers to the nerves and tissue formations that 
enable proprioception (i.e., the sensing of one’s body position in space) and cutane-
ous sensitivity. The latter, which is fundamental to our ability to perceive touch, 
comprises specialized receptors and processing pathways representing different 
kinds of information including the temperature, pressure, and movement of objects 
that come into contact with the skin. 
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 Temperature information is conveyed via receptors with thinly myelinated and 
unmyelinated axons. These thermal receptors respond to changes in skin temperature 
with warmth receptors increasing their fi ring as the skin gets warmer and cold recep-
tors increasing their fi ring as the skin gets colder. Thermal information from both 
receptors is sent via spinal fi ber tracts that project to the thalamus and from there to 
the primary somatosensory cortex or, bypassing this region, to dorsal- anterior insula 
and anterior cingulate cortex (Kandel et al.  2000 ). Notably, the latter two areas are 
primary sites for emotional processing within the brain (Phan et al.  2004 ). 

 Pressure and movement  parameters      of touch are conveyed by a foray of thickly 
myelinated mechanoreceptors with different properties and functions. They include 
Merkel disks, Ruffi ni endings, Pacinian corpuscles, Meissner’s corpuscles, hair fol-
licle receptors, and free nerve endings. These receptors differ in whether they are 
located in superfi cial or deep aspects of the skin, whether they have small or large 
receptive fi elds, and whether they are slow or fast adapting. 

 Of much interest for the purpose of this book, however, is another type of mecha-
noreceptor called  C-tactile afferent  . It was discovered more recently than the other 
mechanoreceptors and it differs from them in important ways. First, CT afferents 
are found only in hairy skin and are thus absent from the palm of the hands and the 
sole of the feet. Second, they respond maximally to stroking rather than simple pres-
sure and prefer velocities around 4 cm/s (Löken et al.  2009 ). Third, they are sensi-
tive to temperature information in that they prefer tactile contact that is skin-warm 
(Ackerley et al.  2014 ). Fourth, they are unmyelinated and have, therefore, a slower 
conduction velocity than your typical mechanoreceptor. Fifth, their projections to 
the central nervous system appear to by-pass primary somatosensory cortex and, 
like some of the thermal projections, to travel directly from the thalamus to the dor-
sal, albeit posterior, part of the insula (Olausson et al.  2002 ). Lastly, their stimula-
tion in the skin and associated brain activations are experienced not simply as touch 
but as pleasure whereby the amount of pleasure correlates with the receptor’s fi ring 
rate. Based on these properties, it has been proposed that CT afferents play a special 
role in the interindividual tactile exchanges of humans and those of other hairy ani-
mals (Morrison et al.  2011a ; Löken et al.  2009 ; Olausson et al.  2010 ). 

 Given the nature of casual touch and the basic organization of the tactile system, 
three  somatosensory mechanisms   may be responsible for the Midas effect. These 
include the neural pathways underlying the perception of temperature, pressure, and 
velocity. In the remainder of this chapter, we review studies that have recruited these 
three somatosensory mechanisms and linked their recruitment to positive affect and/
or prosocial behavior.  

    Temperature 

 In most climates, interpersonal touch is associated with changes in skin tempera-
ture. Under ordinary conditions,  skin temperature   moves between 32 and 35 °C and 
is thus typically warmer than ambient temperature. Moreover, when ambient air is 
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cooling, skin-to-skin contact has a warming effect and excites warmth receptors in 
the skin to increase fi ring. Irrespective of ambient temperature,  skin-to-skin contact   
furthermore activates CT afferents (Ackerley et al.  2014 ). Research suggests that the 
resulting increase in perceived physical warmth could contribute to the Midas effect. 

 The fi rst fact in favor of this possibility is the close and potentially reciprocal 
relationship between skin temperature and emotions or affect.  Emotions and affect 
regulate   skin temperature from within the body through their impact on the sympa-
thetic nervous system. Specifi cally, sympathetic arousal elicited from stress or threat 
leads to vasoconstriction of the blood vessels that innervate the skin and thereby 
reduces skin temperature (Kistler et al.  1998 ; Kuraoka and Nakamura  2011 ). 
Conversely, calm positive states such as those produced by the mental engagement 
with pleasant memories appear to increase skin temperature. Specifi cally, they were 
found to raise subjective feelings of  warmth   and to increase participants’ tolerance 
for a noxious cold stimulus (Zhou et al.  2012 ). 

 In addition to research showing that  emotions   modulate skin temperature, there 
is also evidence that changes in skin temperature can modulate emotions. Sung and 
colleagues ( 2007 ) showed this by attaching a warm pack to the lower leg of their 
participants. Subjective reports from the participants indicated that the pack pro-
duced feelings of pleasure and comfort. Functional imaging measures additionally 
revealed increased brain activity in a range of structures including the somatosen-
sory insula (Sung et al.  2007 ). In line with this, hot water or steambaths are a com-
mon recreational activity and have been used since antiquity as a means to treat 
various medical conditions including psychosomatic disorders (Lowry et al.  2009 ). 
It has been proposed that the positive relaxing feeling we associate with being warm 
relates to warmth sensitive brain stem neurons that trigger the release of serotonin 
(Lowry et al.  2009 ). 

 A second line of evidence that links temperature sensation to the Midas effects 
comes out of social psychology and entails a series of studies showing that physical 
warmth boosts psychological warmth and vice versa. Original evidence that 
increased skin temperature enhances psychological attributes along the warmth 
dimension comes from a study by Williams and Bargh ( 2008 ). In a fi rst experiment, 
these authors asked participants to hold onto a hot or cold beverage. Afterward, the 
participants read the description of a person and had to rate that person’s personality 
on traits that ranged from warm to cold. Holding a warm drink signifi cantly increased 
warmth ratings relative to holding a cold drink. A second  experiment   was conducted 
under the guise of a product evaluation. Here, participants held onto a warm or cold 
therapeutic pad and were asked to subsequently evaluate the pad. After completing 
this mock evaluation, they were presented with two items one of which they could 
take home. Participants holding the warm pack were signifi cantly more likely to 
pick the item that was framed as a gift for a friend over the item that was framed as 
a personal treat. Participants holding the cold pack showed the opposite effect. 

 Subsequent research from other labs corroborated these fi ndings. For example, in 
a series of experiments, IJzerman and Semin provided evidence that the effect of 
changing  skin temperature   is similar to the Midas effect (IJzerman and Semin 
 2009 ). In a fi rst study, these authors used the beverage approach introduced by 
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Williams and Bargh. Participants were given a hot or cold drink and subsequently 
completed the Inclusion of Other and Self Scale for a person they knew and them-
selves. Rating results indicated greater inclusion and thus closer psychological 
proximity between other and self after holding a hot as compared to a cold drink. In 
two further experiments, IJzerman and Semin manipulated skin temperature by 
changing ambient room temperature. Compared to a colder temperature, a warmer 
temperature was again associated with higher inclusion ratings. Additionally, par-
ticipants’ descriptions of geometrical fi gures contained more relational terms. 

 Apart from exploring whether changes in skin temperature affect psychological 
warmth, researchers also explored the opposite—namely whether changes in psy-
chological warmth alter how warm or cold people feel. To this end, IJzerman and 
Semin invited participants to the lab and manipulated social proximity by spacing 
them either closely or distantly to confederates in a mock experiment (IJzerman and 
Semin  2010 ). Subsequently, participants were asked to judge ambient temperature 
together with other variables on a Likert scale. Those spaced more closely judged 
ambient temperature as higher than those spaced more distantly, even when there 
was no actual difference in the temperature as measured by the thermometer. 

 IJzerman and colleagues extended these results to situations in which social 
proximity was manipulated not by physical distance but by making participants feel 
similar or different from other participants or by making them feel socially included 
or excluded. For example, using a  virtual ball-tossing game  , they introduced partici-
pants to the notion that there were two other players with whom they were exchang-
ing balls over the internet. After the participants engaged with the game, the 
researchers manipulated the behavior of the virtual players such that they excluded 
the participants from the game. This exclusion was felt by the participants and was 
accompanied by a reduction in skin temperature. Moreover, it could be alleviated 
when participants were given a hot but not a cold drink to hold after the game 
(IJzerman et al.  2012 ). 

 In sum, there is now a substantial  literature   pointing to a positive relationship 
between skin temperature perception on the one hand and affect and psychological 
warmth on the other. Important for the present purpose is the fi nding that warm 
somatosensory experiences appear to further positive affect and psychological 
warmth. Thus, the warmth of another person’s touch may have a similar effect and 
contribute to emergent positive attitudes and prosocial behaviors.  

    Pressure 

 Aside from affecting skin  temperature  , casual touch produces changes in  pressure   
on the skin that are registered via pressure sensitive tactile receptors. That such 
pressure changes in and of themselves might contribute to the Midas effect may be 
inferred from the positive psychological effects that come with pressure sensations. 
These effects are leveraged in the context of massages applied as a treatment not 
only for pain but also simply for relaxation and enjoyment. Of particular note are 
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deep pressure massages during which individuals are covered with weighted blan-
kets and which hence focus on altering pressure as opposed to other somatosensory 
experiences (e.g., velocity) implicated in more ordinary massages. Such pressure 
treatment has been shown to decrease physiological markers of arousal and to 
increase psychological well-being by providing a sense of safety, comfort, and 
groundedness (Mullen et al.  2008 ). Notably, deep pressure massages are also 
employed in the treatment of autism. While individuals with autism fi nd ordinary 
interpersonal touch everything but pleasant, they, like healthy individuals, feel less 
anxious and tense when their skin is weighed down by stationary deep pressure 
(Edelson et al.  1999 ). 

 There is little empirical research exploring pressure effects for the smaller body- 
area contact more typical of casual touch. One relevant study found that CT afferents 
respond preferentially to low pressure touch as may be employed during interindi-
vidual contact (Vallbo et al.  1999 ). Additionally there is a study that explored the 
effect of low pressure touch on emotion (Schirmer et al.  2011 ). In this study, partici-
pants came to the lab with a friend who served as the toucher in one of three experi-
mental blocks. In the other two blocks, the participant was connected to an infl atable 
pressure cuff and told that infl ation was machine controlled or controlled by the 
friend operating the cuff remotely from outside the experimental room. Within each 
block, the participant was exposed to emotionally negative and neutral images, half 
of which were viewed while the friend or the cuff exerted light pressure on the fore-
arm, whereas the other half were viewed without such pressure. 

 Scalp recorded  event-related potentials (ERPs)      to the images indicated that  pres-
sure   altered the participants’ mental state (Fig.  17.1 ). Specifi cally, it increased the 
size of a well-established emotion effect between 300 and 500 ms following image 
onset. As had been shown before, emotional images elicited a greater positivity in 
this time window than did neutral images suggesting that they attracted more process-
ing resources or attention. Notably, touch, irrespective of block, enhanced this condi-
tion difference indicating that participants became more likely to engage with the 
emotional images. Moreover, in line with the clinical work cited above, the authors 
proposed that the touch from both friend and machine made participants more com-
fortable such that they became less avoidant of the images’ negative content.

   One issue with interpreting the fi ndings from massage studies cited earlier is that 
they may have invariably increased skin temperature. Thus, the resulting psycho-
logical effects may be a result of either pressure or temperature. Although no mea-
surements of skin temperature were taken, the study by Schirmer and colleagues 
provides some indication that pressure alone may nevertheless be relevant. This is 
because participants in the pressure cuff block were wearing the pressure cuff con-
tinuously. On no-touch trials, it rested defl ated on their skin and simply infl ated on 
touch trials. Thus, one would presume that between these trials skin temperature 
was left more or less the same. 

 In sum, research implicates skin pressure in the Midas effect. Such pressure 
appears to calm and reassure recipients, which could help establish trust. 
Additionally, it seems to infl uence how recipients engage with concurrently pre-
sented information making them more receptive toward emotional content.  
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    Velocity 

 Compared to other forms of interpersonal  touch,      casual touch as explored with the 
Midas effect appears fairly stationary. It comprises short instances in which the 
toucher’s hand contacts relatively “public” body parts of the touchee such as the 
hand, forearm, or shoulder. Moreover, these contacts are so short that there seems 
barely time for the hand to touch, let alone for it to move across the skin. Yet, a case 
can be made that such movement occurs. Given that interaction partners are in 
motion, most casual touch probably has a short movement trajectory making touch 
velocity a potential contributor to the Midas effect. 

  Fig. 17.1    ( Top )  ERP       traces time-locked to picture onset. The time window for the late positive 
component (LPC) is the area shaded in  gray . Touch enhanced the LPC amplitude difference 
between emotional (Emo) and neutral pictures (Neu) ( bottom ). This enhancement was seen across 
the three experimental blocks ( HT  Human touch,  RT  Machine touch attributed to the friend, and 
 MT  Machine touch attributed to the machine). In each of them, the mean LPC difference between 
emotional and neutral pictures was enhanced when there was touch as compared to when there was 
no touch       
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 Among the different sensory  components      involved when two individuals touch, 
velocity has received most attention to date with insights coming from both human 
and nonhuman animals. Like humans, many nonhuman animals fi nd movements 
across the skin pleasurable. This is self-evident for anyone experienced with pets 
such as dogs or cats who enjoy being stroked and may even demand such stroking 
from their owners. Moreover, that the stroking motion is rewarding independently 
of the temperature or pressure of touch may be inferred from the fact that pets often 
become restless when a petter’s hand remains stationary. 

 Actual scientifi c evidence for the pleasure  of   moving touch in nonhuman animals 
comes from a study in rodents in which the experimenter tickled the rodents’ belly. 
Such tickling provoked ultrasonic vocalizations akin to human laughter. Additionally, 
it led the animals to follow the experimenter’s hand if he stopped tickling and moved 
his hand to somewhere else in the cage (Panksepp and Burgdorf  2003 ). In addition 
to tickling, stroking has been shown to be pleasurable and to reduce stress. For 
example, in a study in dairy cows, stroking by a human handler over a few days 
reduced stress responses to medical examination (Schmied et al.  2010 ). In rats, 
stroking was shown to trigger the release of dopamine, a neurotransmitter involved 
in pleasure and reward (Maruyama et al.  2012 ). 

 Human research parallels these fi ndings. A study in preterm infants employed 
stroking with the hand in combination with kinesthetic exercises and found that this 
decreased stress behaviors such as crying or startling and seemed to help pacify the 
child (Hernandez-Reif et al.  2007 ). In healthy adults, the effect of stroking was 
explored using a soft brush. After the stroking, participants had to rate their experi-
ence on different scales assessing pleasure and other affective and sensory qualities 
of the touch. These ratings indicated that stroking is perceived as pleasurable, com-
fortable, and calming among others (McGlone et al.  2012 ). 

   Given the nature of the  somatosensory system        , there are different ways in which 
velocity may be processed and represented in the brain. One of them invokes the 
contribution of CT afferents, which, as mentioned above, change their fi ring rate as 
a function of tactile velocity. CT afferents were fi rst discovered in cats and more 
recently identifi ed in other species such as humans and rodents. Their functional 
role is diffi cult to explore and was hence long debated. The diffi culty rests with the 
fact that any stimulation of the skin activates multiple kinds of receptors apart from 
CT afferents. Thus, the effect of CT activation is in most cases impossible to dis-
sociate from the effect of other receptors. 

 One step toward solving this issue came from investigations of patients with a 
 peripheral neuropathy syndrome   characterized by a lack of ordinary mechanorecep-
tors and intact CT afferents. Despite being seemingly void of all conscious tactile 
sensations, these patients were able to detect soft stroking across hairy skin with 
better than chance accuracy. Moreover, such stroking triggered sympathetic arousal 
as measured with the skin conductance response (Olausson et al.  2008 ) and was 
reported to be pleasurable (Olausson et al.  2002 ). Thus, it was proposed that CT 
afferents serve to mediate the pleasurable aspects of social touch. 

 Research in rodents corroborates this proposition (Vrontou et al.  2013 ). Like cats 
and humans, these animals possess unmyelinated mechanoreceptors that are found 
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specifi cally in hairy skin and that produce a pleasurable sensation when activated. 
The latter was demonstrated using a pharmacological manipulation in the context of 
a place conditioning procedure. Specifi cally, rodents were placed in an enclosure 
and given a receptor agonist any time they moved into a particular corner of this 
enclosure. Over time, the rodents developed a preference for being in that corner 
suggesting that they found the associated pharmacological stimulation rewarding. 

 Apart from CT afferents, myelinated mechanoreceptors contribute to the coding 
of velocity and their contributions are likely to augment the psychological benefi ts 
of  moving touch  . Multiple lines of evidence from both humans and nonhuman ani-
mals point to this. In the context of human research, such evidence comes again 
from neuropathic and healthy individuals. Neuropathy comprises different somato-
sensory syndromes affecting different fi ber types. As mentioned above, it includes 
patients whose only mechanoreceptors are CT afferents. Additionally, it includes 
patients without thinly myelinated or unmyelinated but intact fully myelinated 
mechanoreceptors. If CT afferents alone were responsible for the pleasure that 
comes from stroking, these latter patients should be unable to experience such plea-
sure. This, however, is not the case. Although the pleasure experienced by these 
patients is not great, they are not entirely void of it (Morrison et al.  2011 ). 

 In line with this, a study in healthy individuals suggests that pleasure can be 
experienced from stroking parts of the skin that do not contain CT  afferents  . In this 
study, participants were stroked on the palm of the hand and the forearm with both 
evoking equal amounts of subjective pleasure (McGlone et al.  2012 ). Notably, 
 however, this pleasure may be differently caused. Concurrently elicited brain activa-
tions in insula and orbitofrontal cortex were smaller for the palm relative to the 
forearm. Additionally, subjective reports obtained after the experiment indicated 
that stroking of the palm created stronger sensory perceptions than did stroking of 
the forearm. Specifi cally, individuals perceived palm stroking as more fl uffy and 
hairy. Stroking on the forearm, in contrast, created stronger affective responses. 
Participants found it more comfortable and tendentially more relaxing. 

 In addition to human research, research in nonhuman animals suggests a role of 
myelinated mechanoreceptors in velocity induced psychological effects. Among 
others, such research was done in zebrafi sh, a species without hairy skin and thus 
presumably without CT afferents. Zebrafi sh are a small, tropical freshwater fi sh that 
move in fi sh shools with synchronized or coordinated behavior (Miller and Gerlai 
 2012 ). Like other fi sh they possess hair cell patches in their lateral lines that are 
referred to as neuromasts and that underpin mechanosensation (Dijkgraaf  1963 ; 
Montgomery et al.  1997 ). Some of these neuromasts are located in canals under the 
skin and presumably serve the perception of changes in water current such as those 
caused by sudden acceleration in the movements of the shool. Other neuromasts are 
located more superfi cially and have been linked to the general perception of water 
currents and the fi sh’s ability to orient itself within such currents. 

 That a stimulation of lateral line  neuromasts   affects emotional aspects in zebraf-
ish was recently demonstrated using a fear buffering procedure (Schirmer et al. 
 2013 ). To this end, individual zebrafi sh were exposed to a pheromone called 
 Schreckstoff   that is normally released by injured fi sh skin (Mathuru et al.  2012 ). 
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This pheromone serves as a threat signal and  induces   fear behaviors in nearby shoal 
companions. In the study, zebrafi sh exposed to Schreckstoff were subsequently 
moved into a beaker with clear water to help wash off the substance. Afterward, half 
the subjects were moved directly into an observation tank, whereas the other half 
were moved into a second beaker with water current prior to being moved into the 
observation tank. Water current in the beaker was induced via two valves through 
which water was fl owing in and out. Throughout a 10-min observation period, sub-
jects in the no-current condition showed signifi cantly more fear behaviors than sub-
jects in the current condition did. They dived to the bottom and froze, whereas 
subjects in the current condition behaved indistinguishably from fi sh that were 
unexposed to Schreckstoff. These behavioral fi ndings were paralleled by whole 
body cortisol measurements. 

 It may come as a surprise that the tactile impression of fl owing water calms fi sh. 
Unlike mammals, fi sh rarely come into physical contact with each other, which 
might make tactile sensations appear affectively irrelevant. Yet, this appearance is 
deceiving. Also, in fi sh does mechanosensation provide information that is behav-
iorally relevant and as such may carry a certain affective or social value. For exam-
ple, fl owing water brings oxygen and may contain edible materials. Additionally, it 
conveys tactile feedback that results from swimming in a shool and thus signals the 
presence of conspecifi cs. This perception, if it mimics that of a calm shool, could 
reduce fear and produce positive affect in a way that is similar to the actual presence 
of conspecifi cs (Schirmer et al.  2013 ). 

 In sum, research has linked the perception of movement across the skin to a 
number of positive psychological consequences. Apart from being perceived as 
pleasurable, such movements appear to reduce negative states and to bias ongoing 
mental processes toward social information. These effects depend on an array of 
mechanoreceptors both unmyelinated and myelinated that represent touch velocity. 
Given that casual touch, albeit fl eeting, is likely to produce tactile motion, these 
processes potentially contribute to the Midas effect.  

    Why Do Tactile Temperature, Pressure, and Velocity 
Matter to Us? 

 As evident from the present review of the literature, the perception of interpersonal 
touch is a complex phenomenon that requires the integration of multiple somatosen-
sory aspects including pressure, temperature, and velocity. Past inquiries into these 
aspects have shown that they each are linked to emotions and that they can increase 
positive affect and prosociality in touch recipients. In the following, we consider 
possible mechanisms through which this might occur. 

   Positive Affect   .    Warmth, pressure, and velocity antagonize affectively negative and 
promote affectively positive states. Why this should be the case is not immediately 
obvious. Of the myriad of tactile sensations that meet us every day most seem 
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 behaviorally irrelevant. The wind brushing over our skin, the contact our body makes 
with fabric or furniture, or the instances in which we thoughtlessly touch ourselves 
seem hardly worth an emotion. Moreover, only a few tactile instances are of obvious 
consequence most of which probably arise from interpersonal interactions. 

 One reason why  tactile sensations   regardless of source may pull our emotional 
strings is that they may be more important than they seem. After all, touch is the 
sense most developed at birth and thus enables an individual’s fi rst exploration and 
representation of the world (Field  2003 ). Additionally, it serves to maintain the 
natural bond between infant and mother that emerges in the womb and that is criti-
cal for the infant to survive after birth. Through tactile contact with the mother, the 
infant can regulate his/her body temperature and secure food, protection, and body 
care. Thus, tactile sensations associated with these early necessities may be hard-
wired to emotion centers in the brain. Such hard-wiring would ensure that infants 
fi nd their mother’s touch naturally rewarding and that they seek out or “demand” 
this reward. 

 In line with this idea, there is evidence that early maternal touch—or in nonhu-
man animals, grooming—is critical for offspring development. Epigenetic mecha-
nisms exist whereby the frequency of touch modulates brain morphology and 
function. Licking and grooming of rodent pups by mothers or surrogates were shown 
to affect the expression of glucocorticoid receptors in the hippocampus a structure 
that is critical for downregulating HPA axis activity during stress (Liu et al.  1997 ). 
 Maternal stroking   has also been implicated in the development of what has been 
termed the “social brain.” Compared to pups with a low-touch mother, pups with a 
high-touch mother were shown to develop more receptors for oxytocin, a neuropep-
tide that promotes bonding and prosocial behavior. Thus, the latter animals eventu-
ally turn into more socially apt adults (Champagne and Meaney  2001 ). Similar 
fi ndings, albeit correlational, were obtained in humans with children showing greater 
interest in social information the more their mothers were observed touching them 
during a 10-min free play situation (Reece et al.,  2016 ). Moreover, children receiv-
ing greater amounts of touch showed greater resting activity and connectivity in the 
right posterior superior temporal sulcus a major node of the “social brain” and a 
projection target of CT stimulation (Brauer et al.,  2016 ). 

 In addition to a hard-wired  relationship  , touch may be linked to emotions 
through learning. Early developmental as well as subsequent tactile exchanges 
with other individuals during childhood and adolescence likely carry a particular 
temperature, pressure, and velocity signature. The close temporal  association   
between this signature and positive interaction outcomes (e.g., nourishment, clean-
ing, protection, and sex) may create associations in memory via classical condi-
tioning. Because intermittent reinforcements of such associations are more 
powerful than continuous reinforcements in producing an enduring affective 
response, it is easy to see how the occasional positive tactile encounter could create 
emotional links that eventually operate simply based on somatosensory experi-
ences irrespective of the source of touch. 
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 Finally, it is possible that the positive affect that comes with being touched is a 
secondary result of tactile sensations promoting prosociality (discussed below). 
There is much research linking the two and showing that kindness and goodwill 
conferred to others promotes an individual’s own happiness (Lyubomirsky and 
Layous  2013 ). One such demonstration was made in 2-year-old toddlers who were 
rated as happier by independent observers after having bestowed a treat on a puppet 
monkey as compared to having received a treat for themselves (Aknin et al.  2012 ). 
Thus, the concern for others kindled by touch and the associated readiness to act on 
this concern may in and of themselves make us feel better. 

   Prosociality   .    Research that explored the relationship between touch and prosocial-
ity has focused primarily on temperature and velocity. Both were shown to enhance 
social interest and it is possible that prospective studies on pressure would do as 
well. Again, several mechanisms could account for this. 

 First, it is possible that prosocial touch effects are mediated by positive affect. 
As such they would depend on the fi rst or second mechanism outlined in the 
previous section. In line with this possibility, studies have demonstrated that 
positive affect promotes  prosociality   (Isen  1970 ; Isen and Levin  1972 ). For 
example, in early work by Isen, participants performed a task after which they 
were told that their performance was well above or well below average. 
Subsequently, a confederate came into the room asking for donations. Compared 
to participants who considered themselves unsuccessful, those who considered 
themselves  successful   and were thus arguably in a happier mood donated more 
money. This and similar results were linked to the idea that in a happy state we 
consider our needs fulfi lled and our resources suffi cient, thus allowing us to 
extend consideration and support to others without signifi cant costs to oneself 
(Isen  1970 ). 

 A second possible mechanism underpinning the relationship between touch and 
prosociality involves learning and operates independently of positive affect. It 
entails the possibility that in the course of development the somatosensory signa-
tures of interpersonal touch attain a certain symbolic value. They may come to stand 
for a close and benefi cial social relationship and implicitly affect our evaluation of 
others. As such others who touch us, regardless of their relational status, may be 
perceived as close and benefi cial. 

 Lastly, the  prosociality   that springs from another’s touch may be a by-product 
of more general principles that govern our representation of abstract concepts 
such as another’s personality or mental state. These principles have been pro-
posed to rely on processes that ground abstract concepts within actual physical 
experience (Barsalou  2008 ; Niedenthal et al.  2005 ). Such grounding, also referred 
to as embodiment, would mean that we map personality aspects or mental states 
such as approachability on actual body sensations such as being physically con-
nected with someone. Within this framework then, touch could serve as a con-
crete experience that automatically informs our thoughts about more abstract 
interpersonal matters. A summary of this and the other mechanisms outlined here 
is presented in Fig.  17.2 .
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       Summary and Outlook 

 Casual touch in interpersonal interactions is often performed and perceived uncon-
sciously. Nevertheless, its impact on these interactions is substantial. Compared to 
individuals who are not touched, individuals who are touched feel affectively more 
positive and are more likely to extend goodwill toward interaction partners. Here, 
we show that this phenomenon, called the Midas effect, likely has a somatosensory 
basis. Touch produces sensations of warmth, pressure, and velocity on the recipi-
ent’s skin and these sensations by themselves, irrespective of their source, can trig-
ger positive affect and concern for others. At present, we can only speculate about 
the mechanisms that underpin these effects. Existing work highlights numerous 
possibilities ranging from hard-wired pathways that link tactile sensations with 
affective and social substrates in the brain to experience dependent learning. 
Additionally, there is evidence that positive affect and prosociality are tightly linked 
and are probably feeding off each other such that tactile effects on one might auto-
matically affect the other. 

 Although extant research sheds much light on the effects of casual touch, many 
studies remain to be done. For one, studies are required that tackle the mechanisms 
by which touch alters affect and prosociality. Additionally, it would be interesting to 
explore whether vicariously experienced touch has similar effects. Does observing 
another person being touched improve the observer’s affective state and does it 
increase other-concern? Neuroimaging research demonstrating somatosensory acti-
vations during tactile observations makes this a possibility (Morrison et al.  2011a ). 
Another question worth investigating is whether the tactile sensations that produce 
the Midas effect need to be caused by others. The person who is touching us most is 

  Fig. 17.2    Summary of possible mechanisms mediating the Midas effect       
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probably the self and it would be interesting to determine whether such self-touch is 
equally potent in promoting positive emotions and prosocial tendencies. 

 Note that answers to these and related questions would not simply address mere 
scientifi c curiosity. They would be of practical value. In a society where interper-
sonal interactions become more and more impersonal by being conducted over the 
telephone or the World Wide Web, the consequences this has for our mental func-
tioning need to be better understood. We need to know what we lose by making 
friends and “staying in touch” through remote messaging and what this form of 
socializing means for our emotions and actual social connectedness. The research 
outlined here does help with this and although it may not stop the advance of tech-
nology into our lives, it may inform policymakers to preserve critical interpersonal 
elements and engineers to fi nd ways of incorporating them into emerging social 
platforms.      
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